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Taliban destroys ancient
soul|)tunes in AIghamistan

By Eilcen Mcicr
The archaeology world was greatly dismayed March 9,

2001,  with  the  announcement  of the  destruction  of two
historic Buddha statues.

According  to  the  FAP  Archaeology  Checklist  the
Great Buddha of Bamyan stood  175 feet and was thought
to  have  been  the  world's  tallest  standing  Buddha.  The
smaller was  120 feet tall. They were located at the crossing
of the two major trade routes, the site of a Great Buddhist
Center.  They were  molded  out  of clay  and  plaster  on  a
rough statue figure. This was accomplished with the aid of

ropes  and  were  covered
with  a  polychrome  and
gilded     coating.     They
filled  niches  cut  into  the
sandstone  cliff and  date
to 4-5 AD.

In addition,  FAP  Ar-
chaeology    Check    List
Supplement  One  of 1980
further informs us that the

Little  Buddha,  based  on  the  classical  style  garment  may
date  to  6-7  AD.  The  Little  Buddha  could  represent  a
survival of the classical style tradition.

Wall  paintings  of both  Buddhas  are  Sassahian  style
with crowns similar to that of Khusrau 11 (590-628). Heph-
thalite princes in this area were under Sassanian control in
6 and 7 AD.

Ten  days  after  the  destruction  of the  statues  news
reports  attributed to  Mullah Mohammed  Omar,  the Tal-
iban leader, were issued trying to clarify the govemment's
position  saying  that  "the  images  are  being  destroyed be-
cause there are no followers of Buddhism in Afghanistan to
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worship them" , Reuters reported.
The  Taliban authorities  (the  Islamic  group that  con-

trols most of'Afthanistan) ordered  100 cows to be slaugh-
tered and distributed to the poor. The animal sacrifice was
not  a  gesture  of  repentenance  over  the  demise  of  the
majestic  1,500 year old  monuments.  Instead,  the Taliban
said it meant to seek Allah's forgiveness for having taken
several  days  more  than  expected  to  destroy  them.  The
Buddhas  resisted initial  military attacks  and were  finally
blown  up  with  dynamite,  reported  Pamela  Constable,
Washington Post Foreign Service.

John Hawley, a professor of religion at Bamard states
the Buddha statue is a guide not an idol. "Their size makes
a spiritual statement reflecting the absolute gigantic impor-

Contirtued on Page Four
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SIFTING  THE  DIIIJ
Many thanks are again due George Rohrcr and Eileen Meier for their

articles  in  this  issue  of O/d  Wro„/J £4rcifeczeo/ogisf.  And  George  has  even  sent
along two other stories for the next editions coming two and four months
from now. That will close out this volume and my term as editor. The search
is afoot for a replacement.

A  special  thanks  is  due  to  Willie  A.  MCGill  for  his  response  to  a
perplexed editor's efforts coming to  terms with Arabic punctuation  marks.
He has answered all questions and makes us much more comfortable with the
language.  Linguistics is one of our sister disciptines in  the overall study of
anthropology.

I was reauy impressed when I saw that he had typed the whole letter out
on a manual typewriter. Remember those olden days when you had to shift
up,  throw the carriage back,  and white-out each error very carefully.  Many
thanks, Mr. MCGill.

A few words on ethnocentrism . . .
There are two articles in this edition which concern archaeologists and

they both take place in areas of modem-day Islam. Both of them were written
well before Sept.  11, 2001.

Let's  return  back  to  Anth  101  in  our  freshman  year  of college.  We
leaned that archaeology is a subfield of anthropology, along with linguistics,
cultural anthropology,  and physical anthropology.  And the first lesson was
how to look at other people and their space.  Professors Roger M.  Leesing
and Felix M.  Keesing,  UC Santa Cruz, explained it very well in their text,
"New Perspectives in Cultural Anthropology" :

"An initial difficulty in the study of culture is that we are not in the

habit of analyzing cultural patterns, and seldom are even aware of
them.  It is as though weutr the people of any society-grow up
perceiving  the  world  through  glasses  with  distorting  lenses.  The
things, events,  and relationships we assume to be `out there' are in
fact  filtered  through  this  perceptual  screen.  The  flrst  reaction,  in-
evitably, on encountering people who wear a different kind of glasses
is  to  dismiss  their  behavior  as  strange  or  wrong.  To  view  other
peoples'  ways of life in terms  of our own cultural glasses  is called
cffe#occof7is". Becoming conscious of, and analytical about, our own
cultural glasses is a painful business. We do it best by leaning about
other people's glasses. Although we can never take our glasses off to
find out what the world is `really like,' or try looking through anyone
else's without  ours on  as well,  we  can at least lean  a  good  deal
about our own prescription. "
In the report on early Yemen excavations and that the local people were

destroying some of the sites, the archaeologist reported that "the people were
too ignorant to know what they had."  When you work hard every day to
scrape a hving off a somewhat barren land and there's an old brick wall that
hasn't been used for hundreds of years close by, are you really too ignorant if
you take the bricks and make a home for your family?

Of course  not,  but  that's  not  to  say  we  can't be  extremely  sorry  and
dismayed to see the ruins destroyed.

When  you  look  at  the  picture  on  Page  One  with  the  Islamic  people
bowing to Mecca in the foreground, are they being too ignorant to want to
take down a statue they feel is counter to their religion, and in fact, to them,
is a pagan idol? It is their own land, after all.

Some tough questions . .  . and maybe the answers win never completely
satisfy us. But we probably ought to stop every now and then and make sure
our own glasses are clean and not opaque or foggy.
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Mr.   George  Holland,   Editor
Old  Wol.1d  Ar`chaeologlst
p.o.   Eo]c  1585
Florence,   OR    97h39

Jtox  109,   RR  3,
Volant,   PA  16156

June  22,   2001

Dear  Mr.   Ilolland!

Through  a  long-time  friend  I  recently  made  t,he  acquaintance  of  Dr.   Hugh  W.
Johnston,  who  very  kindly  Scanned  for  me  the  first  page  of  the  Mar.ch,   2001,   issue
of  ''01d World  Archaeologist",  plus  the  pages  carrying  his  fa8clnatlng  article  on
the  nalnes  in  hieroglyphics  of  ancient  Egyptian  royalty  as  featured  in  Egyptian
postage  stanips.     Inside  the  cover  page,  under  ''A  perplexed  editor"  you  asked  for
help  in  understanding  the  letter  ''h"  with  a  dot under  it„    Doubt,1e88  you  have  re-
ceived  a  deskful  of  answerd  by  now,   1nasmuch  a8  some  nonthB  have  elapsed,  but  Ilm
venturing  to  send  you  this  effort  ln  any  case.     I  do  Bo  aB  a  I)er8on  who  has  spent
many  years  in  Egypt,  as  the  son  of  fresbyterian  missionaries  and  a8  a  career  mis-
sionary  Ivy.self  from  1937  to  1977.    Our  first  assignment,  as  new  recmits,  was  the
intensive  study  of Arabic.    And  that  st,retched  into  a  life-long  learning  process.

The  dot under  the  letter  "b"  does  indeed  indicate  a  pronunciation  differing
from  tile  ''h"  in  Ehglish.    The`"b"  with  a  dot under  it  Should  be  audible.     In  thg-
1ish  the  ''h"  18  extremely  soft  to  the  point  of being  virtually  inaudible.    To  I'orm
the  Arable  "P«  having  a  dot  (they  also  have  one  without),  one  llftB  the  back  of
his/her  tongue  toward  the  roof  of  the  mouth,  at  the  rear.    ThlB  namow8  the

::I::t„°£:#n{scrttLg:3:#a:1::e„i:i„{°de::[S,;,1:rw::lip:#[::o:h:8::::t:#"l
(Greek).    Of  course  the  Arabic  does  have  t,his  scraping-sounding  consonant  too.
But  it  is  quite  often  represented  by  "lchw  in  English.    IIel`e  we're  talking  about  a
Sound  that  is  half-way  between  t,he  almost  inaudible  ''hM  of  thgll8h,  and  the  very
audible  scrdplng  sound  of  ''kh''.     It'8  not  a  hard  sound  to  make,  even  though  its
sound-value  is  harder  or  heavier  than  our  thgli8h ''h".    Still,  it  m8t  be  lighter
than  the  harsh  scrape  of  ''kh''.

As  you've  not,iced  the  "b"  1n  Mobammad  has  a  dot.     It's  t,he  same  with  Atryad,
Hassan,   Hallm,   Pisseln,   I.Ianna,
also  h88  names  containing  the sr:r:# :  #::y;8qu#¥iL::cri;I::: :

Of  course  Arabic
Hashem,   Habeel.

And  that  language  also  has  other  conoonants  which,  when  ur.1tten  ln  Ehgll8h,   are

I:°Fc#:v:±t:ig:t:sunmd::::e:;ss#=:eo:n:::d:o:#:,':g':r:i::=:1::::d,T::::e::u::
#:: t£:n:1:a:; s¥:o:::gr:i ::£:°:::n::#8 (#:::u:etant;r,:i „ :¥::rt::?ep±:a::; €:ac-
indicate  a  deep-throated  `'k''.    Thus  lt  is  "t}ir'-an",  not  ''Koran''.

Please  forgive  me  for  offer.ing  you  more  than  you  asked  for.    Still,   I  rmi8t
say  that  t,hat,  is  not  all.     There'8  more.    Thich  more.     tilt  1'11  not  presume  to
take  more  of  your  time.

Best  wishes  for  the  progress  and  pc)pularity  of  your  fine  Journal.

Sincerely yours,

wiiiiB  A.  ncGlil

-------
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Buddhists statues destroyed
rrm,fin.ned, fion Poe,e rhea

lance of the figure of the Bud-
dha in the religious imagination
and feelings of the Buddhists".

The Metropontan Museum
of Art  offered  to  buy  some  of
the  more  portable  images   in
Afghanistan  and  display  them
as  works  of art  rather  than  as
religious  objects. There was no
response.

Three weeks  after the  stat-
ues were destroyed the Taliban

briefly opened the National mu-
seum  for  journalists,  revealing
gloomy, nearly empty rooms vir-
tually  devoid  of treasures.  Only
Islamic  objects  were  seen.  The
museum,   opened   in   1919   and
closed six years ago, once housed
a  priceless  couection of artifacts
from Paleolithic pottery shards to
Greek coins to Buddhist statues.

I  am  sorry  to  see  such  trea-
sure  destroyed  but  happy  that
they  live  on  stamps  of Afghan-

istan during a time when all rengions were accepted.
REFERENCES CITED:

Fine Arts Philatelist Archaeology Checklist
03ditor's Note: List is try year, Scott number, fouowcd by denomination)
1932-280, 2 af, Great Buddha of Bamyan. Located at crossing of two

major trade routes, a great Buddhist Center. Great Buddha, Lo-
catana, Lord of the World, in a niche cLit into the sandstone cliff; is
53 meters high. IV-V AD.

1951-371, 20 p Great Buddha (see above)

1963-Michel 815, loo p, Panorama ofphilae, pandally submerged. Ten
plc of lsis on the left with Liosk ofTrajan on right. See UAR 314.
350.30 BC
Michel 820, 5 af; Upper comer of Great Pylon of Temple ofphilae.
(As in 815 alrove.)

1965-712, 3.75 af, Bamyan Mountain showing Great Bhudda (see 280
aove) and caves cut into sandstone cliff used as chapel for monks.

Call for New Editor!
Applications  are  being  accepted  for  a  new
editor.   The   current   editor   will    be   leaving
the   post   at  who   completion   of  this   volume,
sometime  this   summer.   For  further  informa-
lion     contact    Merle    Farrington,    OWASU
President   at   the   address    listed    on    Page
Two.

Ancient Buddha statue may
rise again in Afghanistan

Swiss  campaigners  hoping  to reconstruct  one  of two
ancient Buddha statues  destroyed by the Tahban say the
plan  could  offer   a   much-needed  symbol   of  hope   to
Afghanistan.

"All we're hearing is destruction,  destruction, but we

are saying let's build,"  said Bemard Weber of the New  7
Wonders Society and co-founder of the statue project.

The  idea  of  retreating  the  175-foot-high  (53-meter-
high)  statue  using  high-definition  photographs  and  Web-
based techniques was hatched months before the Sept.11
attacks in the United States.

Carved in limestone cliffs in the Bamiyan region nearly
2,000 years ago, the two statues were blown up by the strict
Muslim Taliban militia in March on the grounds that they
were pagan.

The plan,  forged with Paul Bucherer,  the  director of
the Swiss Afghanistan Institute and Museum,  is to recon-
struct one  statue first in cyberspace,  then  in  miniature  to
study the construction and materials techniques,  and then
for real.

"Once  the  situation  is  calm,   and  if  we  have  been

invited by the Afehan people,  we will rebuild the full-size
statue, " reports Weber.

But rebuilding has encountered criticism.
Japanese artist Ikuo Hirayama, some of whose paint-

ings feature images of the statues, was heavily involved in
efforts to preserve them prior to their destruction.

He agrees that turning the statues to dust was "a huge
shame for humanity" but says Afghanistan, under attack in
a  U.S.-led  military  campaign  and  facing  a  humanitarian
crisis, has more pressing issues to deal with.

"More than restoring the  statues,  there are many hu-

manitarian  concerns,  and  that  should  take  precedence
now. Money should be used for hospitals, for example," he
said.

Weber, however, says rebuilding one of Afchanistan's
greatest treasures would now be a more powerful symbol of
hope.  "I don't think by doing one thing you should neglect
another.  Sometimes  a  symbolic  action  like  this  can  help
because it gives hope," he said.

Since  fund-raising  began  in  October,  donors  have
given Sl I,500 -one-sixth of the amount which the Inter-
net phase of the project is expected to cost.

The miniature Buddha will cost $223,000, while build-
ing the statue in Afghanistan win require worldwide fund-
raising.

EDITOR'S NOTE:  The above report was gleaned fro!I'ri the
Internet  at www.msnbc.com, coanesy Of Dawld Meadows Of Ex-
plorator.  To  subscribe  to  the free  Explorator  report  that  arrives
every Sunday morning on your computer, contact

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Explorator/messages
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Jarkov
the

NIammoth
By George Rohrer

Our   story   begins   in   1997   when   Guennady
Jarkov,  a nomad in Northern Siberia, came upon  a
pair of nine-foot mammoth tusks in the frozen earth
(Figure 1).

A large number of envelopes and postcards were
issued in Russia to mark the event.  Our illustrations
were selected from this collection.

Fossil  ivory  is  highly  valued  in  the  region.  The
people use it for making harnesses,  tools,  and sman
domestic  items  in  the  absence  of wood  and  other
materials. Many of the 7000 inhabitants, ethnic Dol-
gans, have settled down in villages. Nearly 300 pursue
their nomadic nfe, hunting, fishing, and finding graz-
ing land for their herds of reindeer,  as they have for
centuries. The population is spread over an area the
size of France.

Fossil ivory is also prized by palaeontologists. The
scientists gladly provide food and other essentials in
exchange for fossils the natives have to offer.

The Frenchman Bemard Buigues,  a fossil collec-
tor,  has  been  on  a  longtime  quest  for  a  complete
mammoth in the frozen land (Figure 2 -signature).

The Jarkov family had kept the tusks well hidden.
They advised Buigues and his team to consult their
son Guennady about seeing the tusks and visiting the
site where the tusks had originated.

After the customary bargaining, Jarkov agreed to

Figure Z
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take the group to the discovery site.
The Dolgans led the way,  traveling on reindeer-

drawn sleds. They know the country weu and have no
trouble finding a given location. The team followed by
helicopter, prepared to set up camp for a month. They
were able to note the original position of the tusks and
to  take  in  the harsh  landscape.  The time was May
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`j-,.---,-.'.'`i.`... 1998. Tlie scientists found a
damaged  portion  of a  cra-
nium,  a  lower jaw,  and  a
large section of hide.  Some
of the hairs in the skin were
over three feet long.

A   carefLil   check   by
radar revealed. the  presence
of impoi'tant remains in the
frozen gi.ound (Figure 3 -
radar).   It  was  decided  to
excavat.e  the  underground
section  as  a whole, but not
at   t.hat   time.    Premature
melting   during   the   short
Siberian  summer  could  en-
danger a carcass.

The group withdrew to
the  base   they   had   estab-

hished  in  Khatanga  in   the  Taymir  Peninsula,   140
mnes southwest of the discovery location.

The  second  expedition  took  place  in  September
1999. Tents and other gear had to be made of strong
material to withstand the force of the Siberian winter
storms.

page 6
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Figure 5

A  team  of eight  Russians  undertook  the  task  of
cutting  out  an  enormous  block  in  the  permafrost
containing  the  carcass.  With  jackhammers,  chain-
saws, and basic tools like crowbars and hatchets they
attacked the soil that was frozen as hard as concrete.
The work  in  subzero  temperature  was  backbreaking
and seemintly endless.

When the block was finally loosened, a  volimteer
squeezed  under  the  huge  cube  to  free  the  last  few
centimeters from the permafrost. Then came the haz-
ardous job of installing a steel cradle under the block
to insure its safe removal.

For the Jarkovs and other Dolgans the mammoth
is an icon.  The family insisted that the tusks be fixed
to the block so that the carcass would stay intact.

On  October  17,   1999  a  huge  helicopter  hovered
over  the  site  while  cables  were  being  attached.  The
pilot  struggled  for  ten  agonizing  minutes  before  the
faltering craft was  able  to  dislodge  the  twenty-three
ton block from its berth  (Figure 4).

Before abandoning the site the Jarkov family sac-
rificed a white reindeer which they dropped into the
empty space to appease the evil spirits.

The  mammoth,  now called  "Jarkov",  was on its
way to new adventures (Figure 5).

In Khatanga a huge truck delivered the big block
to  an  underground  laboratory.   Here  it  would  be
melted  slowly  to  allow  the contents  to  be  analyzed
minutely (Figure  6).  In  the section  of the lab where
Jarkov was stored  the temperature was kept at 5° C.
The melting would be controued by a phalanx of hair
driers.

Several  centimeters  into  the  block  the  scientists
found soft tissue that must have been muscle.  Deeper
probing produced two ribs and two vertebrae.

old uroR[d aRchaeotogi8c, voL7vlii, no. 2
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F_xi)tsrlition  MAMMUTHUS
l{licitcinoa  -Sihr]rie  -Oc;lt]hlc   lor}9

The pathologists were eager to locate the stomach
and  to  learn  what  it  would  reveal  about  diet  and
climate.

Specimens  of soil  from  the  mammoth  site  were
analyzed in  the  University of Amsterdam.  The pres-
ence of moss,  seeds,  flowers, pollen,  and mushrooms
led to the conclusion that the environment had been
quite  dry.  Parasites  and  even  an  earthworm  found
dead after 20,300 years added spice to the mix.

Daniel Fisher of the Museum of Prehistory of the
University  of  Michigan  analysed  samples  gathered
from the head and from the base of the tusks. Prelimi-
nary study showed that Jarkov was about forty~seven
years old and in good health at the time of his death.
Radiocarbon tests revealed that he lived 20,300 years
ago.

When investigators found algae in the block, thev
knew there had been moisture present at one time. A
heavy rain flow could have precipitated a mudslide. If
Jarkov  were  the victim  of such  a disaster,  he  could
have been swept into a water hole and frozen to death.

SOLUTRE
An  exposition  featuring Jarkov was  presented at

Solutre,  a  prehistoric  site  in  France,  in  southeatem
Burgundy.   The   town  is
dominated  by  the  great
Rock  of Solutre  450  me-
ters  high  (France,   Scott
1951).  The  vertical  drop
to the ledge below varies
from  thirty  to  forty  me-
ters.

It was once believed that the Palaeolithics  drove
herds  of terrified  horses  off the  cliff to  their  death
where teammates butchered the animals and prepared
them for food

lt is now thought that the hunters profited by the
seasonal migrations to stalk their game.

Fossil     bones     of
horses, bonded by cal-
careous   cement,   are
found buried as  much
as two meters deep.

This magma which
covers a two acre area,
was  often  quarried  to
make walls around the
vineyards.

Figure  7  offers
a fine view of the cliff
and the vineyards that
produce  the  excellent
Pouiuy-Fuisse wine.

Flint  blades  have
been    found    in    the
magma.   The   period
when  the  laurel  leaf
blade  was  produced,
called   Solutrean   ex-
tended from  19,000 to
15'000 B.P.
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The exposition  "Mammoth - The Discovery of
Jarkov"  took  place  in  the Museum  of Prehistory  in
Solurfe  from  June   15  to  November   15,  2001.  The
event  was  sponsored  by  CERPOLEX,  a  group  of
prehistorians whose interest centers on Polar rectons
(Figure 8).

Large sections of Jarkov's hide were on display as
well  as  bones  of other  mammoths  found  near  the
discovery site.  Speakers  from different countries out-
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lined what was known of the lives of our mammoth
and his fellow creatures.

Many  of Jarkov's  secrets  have yet  to be  discov-
ered.
SOURCES

CERPOLEX, Macon, France
Discovery Channel, "Raising the Mammoth"
Museum of Prehistory, Solutrfe, France
Solutre, OWASU Bulletin, October 1986
Solurfe Revisited, OWASU Buuetin, August 1988.

DID  y7Ou  EVER  vroNDER  ABOUT
25 archaeology stamps for 3.00
Have you seen those auctions on eBay offering 25

different archaeology stamps with a starting bid of $2.00
or  $3.00?  The  editor  thought  he'd  give  it  a  bid  and
maybe get a story out of it.

The stamps are mint, used, and CTOs. The used are
a little suspicious considering the excellent comer can-
cels.

The following nations are represented (in the order
shown in the picture at left):  Kathiri  State in Hadhra-
maut,  Romania,  Sharjah,  Mutawakelite  Kingdom  of
Yemen, Yemen Arab Republic, Shariah, Mutawakelite
Kingdom  of Yemen,  Mozambique,  Romania,  Cuba,
Paraguay,  Maldive  Islands,  Cambodia,  and  Kyrgyzs-
tan.

And the sites and subject pictures are just as diversi-
fied. They start with golden cups, Roman leaders, Mexi-
can  sites,  Dam  of Mar'ib,  Olympics  with  Greek  and
Mexican  motifs,  Palmyra,  Dead  Sea  Scrous  and  their
sites,  African artifacts,  frieze,  pyramids,  South Ameri-
can  site,  Nubian  frieze,  Cambodian  sites  and  end  up
with the Nile River and Luxor.

And the great question at the end of this discourse
is  .  .  .  so  what are  you  going to  do  with  a  mix-match
such as this?

Well .  .  . it did make a story!
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NEW  DIOS
New  issues  from the  last  ten  months  are listed  here.'~`ources  are  Linn's  and  Scott  Stamp  Monthly.  Lightface

iiumbcrs are Scott catalog numbers and boldface is country
and date of issue.  The letters in parens at the end of each
listing indicate the type of stamp:

A = Solid archaeology
8 = Ancient history
C = Paleontology
D = Anthropology/archaeology peripherals

Argentina,  Z000  Scott  2125-2134.  Archaeological  Arti-
facts.   10c  ceremonial  hatchet,  Santa  Maria  culture;  25c
musical  pipes;  50c  loom,  Mapuche  culture;  60c  poncho;
75c funerary mask, Tafi culture;  lp basket, Mbaya Indians;
2p drum, Mapuche culture; 3.25p ceremonial mask, Chan6
culture;  5p funerary urn, Belen culture;  9.40p rhea-feather
costume. (A)

Argentina, Dec. 9, 2000 Scott 2143. Block of four showing
Pre-Columbian art and artifacts (A)

Amcnia,  Dec.  23,  2000  Scott 624.  One of four booklet
panes, 624f features Yervand Lalayan, ( 1864-1931), anthro-
pologist. (D)
China  Ocoplc's  Repuunc),  Oct.   12,  2001  Scott  3141-
3142.  Set  of two featuring ancient  gold  masks,  including
those of San Xing Dui and King Tutankhamun. It appears

~it may be a joint issue between China and Egypt. (A)

Egypt,  March  16,  Z00l  Scott   1786-87.  Set  of  two  for
National Council for Women.  Background has pharonic
scenes. (A)

Egypt, March 25, 2001 Scott 1750. Goddess Selket type of
1999. (A)

Egypt, May 20, 2001 Scott 1790.  125p issue for inaugura-
lion of Alexandria Library. (A/D)

Egypt, May 28, 2001. Scott  1791-92. Set of two honoring
African Conference on the Future of Children. No.1792 is
airmail. Background scenes show ancient scenes. (A/D)

Egypt,  June  11, 2001  Scott  1754.  Goddess Selket type of
1999. (A)

Grenada,  June 18,  2001  Scott 3125-3130 set of six,  3131-
3133 set of three in sheets of nine, 3134-3135 set of two in
miniature  sheets.  The complete  issue  features  ships  from
earliest prehistoric times to present day. (A/B)

Grenada Grenadines, June 18, 2001 Scott 2322-25, 2326-
28, 2329-30. Same style and type as Grenada set above but
ships fall more into the ancient history line. (8)

Jordan,  1999-2000 Scott  1652-83. Continuation of Cradle
of Civilizations type of 1999. Madaba - 1652 100f mosaic,
1653  200f church,   1654  3cof mosaic  map  of Jerusalem;

_ Baptism Site -1655 plant fife near water,1656 200f aerial
view,1657 300f excavation site; Aljoun -1658100f ruins,
1659 200f different ruins, 1660 300f different ruins; Pcna -

1661  100f ruins of Byzantine cathedral,  1662 200f three large
piuars,1663 300f ruins. (A)
Jordan,  April  7,  2000  Scott  1688-1693.  Continuation  of
Cradle  of  Civilizations.  Palaces  -  1688  100f Mushatta,
1689 200f rmaraneh,  1690  300f Amra;  Urn Qais -  1691
100f Decumanus,  1692 200f amphitheater,  1693 300f ruins.
(A)
Korea, Dec. 9, 2000 Scott 2042. Sheet of eight. Addition of
Hunmin  Chongun  manuscript  and Annals  of the  Choson
Dynasty to UNESCO Memory of the World Register. (8/
D)

Monaco, Dec. 2, 2000 Scott 2189. 2.70 fr. issue commemo-
rating the Exhibit of Chinese Terracotta Figures, Grimaldi
Forum. (A)

Sam  Marino,  Jtine 23,  2001  Scott  1510-1513.  Set  of four
honoring the opening of New State Museum. Various hold-
ings and artifacts are shown. (A/B/D)

Senegal, 2000 Scott  1437-1440.  Set of four issued in honor
of the  22nd  Paris-Cairo-Dakar  Rally,  and  some  pyramids
and the sphinx are in the background as the racers pass by.
(D)
Slovakia, April 10, 2001  Scott 376.  Horizontal pair shows
archaeological sites.  12k Havranok and 15k Ducove. (A)

Slovenia, May 23, 2001 Scott 459. Europa issue in sheets of
eight  plus  label.  The  illustration  shown  appears  to  be  an
excavated archway. (A)

Turks  &  Caicos  islands,  May  15,  2001  Scott  1322-25,
1326-27,  1328-29.  Sets  and  souvenir  sheets  showing  ships.
1326, 60c value, shows a Viking long ship. (8)

Wallis  &  Futuna Islands,  Dcc.  1,  2000  Scott  535.  205f
multicolored single inustrating the Talietumu archaeological
site. (A)

New Issue Notes
This  completes  new  issues  as  reported  in  Sco#

Sf¢fflp  Mo#ffe/y  through  February  2002.  The  editor
highly recommends  Scoff Sf¢onp A4lo#£fe/y over all other
sources  for new  issue  listings.  Pictures are  provided,
Scott numbers are provided, and the pages are printed
each one on a separate non-backed-up page so that you
can clip and file them handily.

Browsing  through  the  lists  the  editor  saw  many
items of interest to an antiquarian but not necessarily of
an archaeological theme.

Particularly  United  Nations  items  in  the  World
Heritage  series.  Many  good  album  pages  could  be
made from this material.

Another set that could provide a few special pages
in your miscellaneous  album  is  the  Korean set listed
above, Scott 2042. Great early writing and history and
plenty there to get you into the encyclopaedia.
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Researching Yemen stam|.s provide insight to modern era
This  is  a  continuation  of  the  story  in  the  last  issue  of  OWA  on  the  perils  of  doing    i;z±!+±m!s|ul
archaeological research in some countries fifty years ago. This is from "Ancient Ruins, The
Past Uncovered" by L. Sprague de Camp and Catherine C. de Camp.

"The year after Fakhry's visit, the Imam's first secretary arrangedto have old Yahya assassinated

The royal automobile was held up by a roadblock, and the Imam and those with him were cut down by

g¥.T:.^T:ef_fgta::,:re+:.ry;s..{eTao^Ta+c.o_Ts.P.¥^a:t^o.r,S:C.a¥Ltuar:€_thae^Eaj:.c:aQ:f+F=drT^:,,:fD¥:¥a;Shm¥:,ffi;..a,3rMWEtlsons.  For a few days, the first secretary rejoiced in the name of king. But then Crown Prince Ahmad
gathered a fonowing of loyal tribesmen and crushed the revolt, and the first secretary's head adorned a
pole in front of the Ministry of Health.

The new Imam, Ahmad ibm-Yahya, proved a chip off the old block. Nevertheless, in 1951 Wenden
Phillips, a young American paleontologist and head of the American Foundation for the Study of Man,
called upon him in Ta'izz and urged that his expedition be allowed to work at Ma'rib. To this proposal
the Imam Ahmad gave a wary consent.

This expedition had been working at Timna', capital of ancient Qataban. There they had been on
the ffiendfiest terins with the local ruler, the Sherif of Bayhan in the Aden protectorates. When Phillips
and several of his people went to Ma'rib to look the site over,  they were arrested by a mob of ragged
soldiers with their faces painted blue. They were soon released, however.

During the summer of 1951, the expedition wound up its dig in Bayhan and hopefully moved its
equipment across the desert to Ma'rib, sixty miles away.  Soon they were happily digging away at the
ruins of the great temple of 'Ilmuqah, now locauy called the Haram or Sacred Inclosure of Bilqis. The
temple proper was a rectangular hall about 66 by 82 feet, with an interior row of square columns, which
once supported  a roof open to  the sky in the center.  Behind the  temple lay the temenos  or sacred
precinct, an euiptical area about 250 by 330 feet, surrounded by a thick stone wall 30 feet high.

Phillips went back to the United States to take care of administl.ative problems, unaware that the
Imam  Ahmad  had  changed  his  mind  about  the  expedition.  His  more  xenophobic  officials  had
persuaded the Imam that these detestable outsiders must be gotten rid of at all costs.

So  the Yemeni  officials  at Ma'rib began  a campaign of harassment.  They  countemanded  the
orders  of expedition  members.  They  demanded  duplicates  of  all  rubber  squeezes  of inscriptions.
Although they did not understand the purpose of these records,  they saw that the expedition valued     6'a
them and decided that they must be worth something. They were sure that the expedition was really a
treasure hunt, and they mea.nt to be on hand when the hoard of gold and jewels was unearthed. They
demanded copies of all inscriptions, with translations. They forbade Yemeni soldiers and workmen to
show  newly  uncovered  inscriptions  to  expedition  members.  They  demanded  that the  archaeologists
inform them in advance of every movement they meant to make and take soldiers with them wherever
they went.  And so on and so forth.

Leaming of these troubles, Phillips returned and tried to no avail to see the Imam. Meanwhile the
game of cat and mouse continued  at Ma'rib.  The Yemeni  officials  confiscated  all the  squeezes  and
incited the Yemeni soldiers against the expedition. The soldiers kept the archaeologists awake all night
by blowing bugles and beating drums. In the daytime they spat at them, insulted them, threatened them,
broke  the  windows  of their  trucks  with  rifle  butts,  and  shot  the  dog  of one  expedition  member.
Meanwhile, the government gradually choked off the flow of supplies from the United States, especially

gasoline, so that the expedition could not get away with its equipment.
Arriving at the site, Phillips leaned that the soldiers plamed to provoke an incident that would give them an excuse to kin all the

leading members of the expeditionrfxcept for the expedition's secretary, a young Frenchwoman, who was to undergo what used to be
called a fate worse than death. Then the soldiers would produce a cloud of witnesses to testify that the expedition.members had attacked
them and forced them to defend themselves.

Knowing he was on his own, Phillips calculated that, by siphoning the gasoline from all his other trucks into two, he would have just
enough fuel to enable those two trucks to reach Bayhan. Early next moming, all twenty members of the expedition piled aboard the two
fuuy fueled trucks, with guns, notes, and some personal effects. With the usual swarm of officials and soldiers hanging on the trucks, they
drove calmly to the temple as if for an ordinary day's work. When they arrived at the temple,  the Yemenites jumped down from the
trucks, expecting the diggers to do likewise. Instead, the tnicks roared off across the desert, leaving the Yemenites too surprised to shoot.

The trucks got stuck on sand dunes and were almost out off at the border by the Yemeni camel colps. But the expedidon won through
to Bayhan and safety.  Although they had abandoned $200,000 worth of equipment,  they still had some trucks and other materials  at
Aden. When the story of the escape broke, the Yemeni legations issued fantastic stories, such as the fiction that the expedition had been
caught trying to smuggle out a solid gold statue of the Queen of Sheba.

Phillips, meanwliile, rcorganized his expedition and took them to Oman, where they did some pioneer digging."
EDITOR'S NOTE: Remember this is an account of an archaeologist fifty years ago. We will be looking at

these stamps and the sites with a new perspective in the next two issues. Please see the editorial comments on
Page Two regarding ethnocentricity in anthropology and its subfield archaeology. It has significant meaning to us
nowadays. ndwH
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